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Available online 23 August 2007In this study, we tested the prediction of the component process model of
priming [Henson, R.N. (2003). Neuroimaging studies of priming. Prog
Neurobiol, 70 (1), 53–81] that repetition priming of familiar and
unfamiliar objects produces qualitatively different neural repetition
effects. In an fMRI study, subjects viewed four repetitions of familiar
objects and globally unfamiliar objects with familiar components.
Reliable behavioral priming occurred for both item types across the four
presentations and was of a similar magnitude for both stimulus types.
The imaging data were analyzed using multivariate linear modeling,
which permits explicit testing of the hypothesis that the repetition effects
for familiar and unfamiliar objects are qualitatively different (i.e., non-
scaled versions of one another). The results showed the presence of two
qualitatively different latent spatial patterns of repetition effects from
presentation 1 to presentation 4 for familiar and unfamiliar objects,
indicating that familiarity with an object’s global structural, semantic,
or lexical features is an important factor in priming-related neural
plasticity. The first latent spatial pattern strongly weighted regions with
a similar repetition effect for both item types. The second pattern
strongly weighted regions contributing a repetition suppression effect
for the familiar objects and repetition enhancement for the unfamiliar
objects, particularly the posterior insula, superior temporal gyrus,
precentral gyrus, and cingulate cortex. This differential repetition effect
might reflect the formation of novel memory representations for the
unfamiliar items, which already exist for the familiar objects, consistent
with the component process model of priming.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2007.08.011implicit memory and can occur even when conscious memory for
the stimulus is not available (Deeprose and Andrade, 2006;
Henson, 2003; Roediger and McDermott, 1993; Schacter and
Buckner, 1998; Schacter et al., 1993). Repetition priming is
typically measured using indirect tests of memory, which make no
explicit reference to the prior encounter with the stimulus. It has
been observed both when the same (e.g., Habeck et al., 2006;
Henson et al., 2004) or different (Liu and Cooper, 2001; Soldan et
al., 2006) tasks are performed during the initial and repeated
presentation of a stimulus.
Many neuroimaging studies of repetition priming have demon-
strated repetition suppression (RS), a reduction in the neural
response to the repeated compared to the first presentation of a
stimulus (for reviews, see Henson, 2003; Schacter and Buckner,
1998). These reductions in neural activity tend to occur in a subset
of the brain regions that are engaged during the initial analysis of
the stimulus. Thus, for visual stimuli, RS tends to be prominent in
occipital–temporal cortex, as well as in areas involved in the
semantic analysis of stimuli, particularly the inferior frontal gyrus,
and is not normally observed in primary visual cortex or in primary
motor cortex (Reber et al., 2005; Sayres and Grill-Spector, 2006;
Simons et al., 2003; van Turennout et al., 2000; Vuilleumier et al.,
2002; Zago et al., 2005). Parallel findings have been demonstrated
with single-cell recordings in monkeys, showing a decrease in the
neuronal firing rate in inferior temporal cortex and prefrontal
cortex for repeated visual stimuli (Desimone, 1996; Ringo, 1996;
Sobotka and Ringo, 1994). RS at the neuronal level is stimulus-
dependent (Sobotka and Ringo, 1994) and for a given stimulus is
largest in neurons that showed the greatest response to that
stimulus when it was initially presented (Li et al., 1993).
As both repetition priming and RS are repetition-related
phenomena and neither depends on explicit memory retrieval, it
has been conjectured that RS reflects the neural plasticity that
causes repetition priming (Henson, 2003; Maccotta and Buckner,
2004; Schacter and Buckner, 1998; Wiggs and Martin, 1998; Zago
et al., 2005). One model for a mechanism by which RS may give
rise to priming was proposed by Wiggs and Martin (1998). They
suggested that RS in occipital–temporal areas reflects a “sharpen-
ing” of the neuronal population representation of a stimulus, such
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When measured with neuroimaging, this would lead to macro-
scopic RS, as blood flow signal is thought to be a spatial average
over several mm of cortical activity. This more sparse representa-
tion is thought to allow for more efficient stimulus processing and
hence result in faster behavioral responses (i.e., repetition priming).
Others have suggested that the number of neurons representing a
repeated stimulus is the same, but their level of activity (Grill-
Spector et al., 1999) or duration of activity (Henson and Rugg,
2003) is reduced. This is thought to reflect the increased efficiency
in the neural processing of a repeated stimulus, which leads to
behavioral priming. Going against both models, there have been a
few reports of dissociations between repetition priming and RS in
occipital–temporal cortex, as measured by fMRI (Dobbins et al.,
2004; Sayres and Grill-Spector, 2006). This suggests that not all
aspects of RS may be directly related to repetition priming and that
further research is necessary to determine the precise relationship
between them.
Most neuroimaging studies in support of the view that repetition
priming is mediated by RS have used familiar stimuli, such as
pictures of everyday objects, animals, famous faces, and words.
However, it is still a matter of debate whether repetition priming for
familiar and pre-experimentally unfamiliar stimuli, such as non-
sense objects, unfamiliar faces, and pseudowords, is mediated by the
same neural mechanism, i.e., RS, and the same brain areas.
Consistent with the view that RS is a general mechanism that
mediates repetition priming of all stimulus types, independent of
stimulus familiarity, several studies have demonstrated repetition
priming accompanied by RS in occipital–temporal cortex for non-
sense (i.e., non-nameable) objects (Habeck et al., 2006; van
Turennout et al., 2000; Vuilleumier et al., 2002) and unfamiliar
faces (Pourtois et al., 2005). Other studies examining repetition
priming of unfamiliar stimuli have reported increases in neural
activity, or repetition enhancement (RE), in occipital–temporal
cortex for repeated stimuli, including unfamiliar faces (Henson et al.,
2000; Thiel et al., 2002), meaningless symbols (Henson et al., 2000),
line drawings of novel 3D objects (Schacter et al., 1995), and
pseudowords (Fiebach et al., 2005). At least two of these studies
(Fiebach et al., 2005; Schacter et al., 1995) only found RE and no RS
in occipital–temporal cortex for the unfamiliar stimuli, while
Henson et al. (2000) and Thiel et al. (2002) did not report whether
there were any regions that showed RS for the unfamiliar stimuli.
Interestingly, both those studies finding RS and those finding
RE for unfamiliar stimuli have reported fewer locations of
significant neural repetition effects (either RS or RE) for unfamiliar
stimuli compared to familiar ones. Thus, those studies reporting RS
for both familiar and unfamiliar stimuli within the same task (van
Turennout et al., 2000; Vuilleumier et al., 2002) have found that
RS for unfamiliar objects was confined to more posterior regions
of occipital–temporal cortex, whereas RS for familiar stimuli
encompassed both posterior and anterior regions of occipital–
temporal regions as well as inferior frontal regions. Similarly, in
the context of repetition priming tasks, RE in occipital–temporal
regions for unfamiliar stimuli has been reported in very few and
relatively small loci, including the anterior fusiform gyrus (Fiebach
et al., 2005; Henson et al., 2000; Schacter et al., 1995; Thiel et al.,
2002). In addition, Fiebach et al. (2005) showed that within the
same task, familiar stimuli (words) elicited RS in large areas of
occipital–temporal cortex, as well as in frontal and parietal regions,
whereas unfamiliar stimuli (pseudowords) produced RE in only a
subset of occipital–temporal areas.In order to integrate these findings into a coherent framework,
Henson (2000, 2003) proposed in his component process model of
priming that “repetition suppression occurs whenever the same
process is performed on prime [the first presentation of a stimulus]
and target [a repeated stimulus], whereas repetition enhancement
occurs whenever priming causes a new process to occur on the
target that did not occur on the prime” (Henson, 2003, p. 71). With
respect to the issue of stimulus familiarity, this model further
suggests that RE for unfamiliar stimuli indexes processes related to
the formation of new, or abstracted (i.e., high-level) representa-
tions, which can occur after a single stimulus presentation. These
new high-level representations, in addition to RS-related mechan-
isms affecting more low-level processes common to both familiar
and unfamiliar stimuli, would facilitate stimulus processing on
subsequent encounters and thereby contribute to repetition priming
effects (Fiebach et al., 2005; Gruber and Müller, 2005). For
familiar stimuli, repetition would modulate both lower level and
established high-level perceptual and lexical/semantic representa-
tions (and hence lead to RS) throughout wide areas of cortex
(Henson, 2003), which would all contribute to repetition priming.
Note that although the component process model emphasizes
anterior occipital–temporal cortex as a location where differential
RS/RE effects would be expected for familiar and unfamiliar
stimuli, such effects could occur in other brain regions as well,
provided that some process occurs for the unfamiliar items that
does not occur for the familiar ones. Thus, not only new
perceptual, but also semantic or lexical representations might be
created for unfamiliar stimuli.
Because the component process model has RS occurring for
familiar stimuli, while for unfamiliar stimuli there would be RS in a
subset of these regions and RE or no repetition effects in other
regions, it predicts that repetition effects for familiar and unfamiliar
stimuli should be associated with qualitatively different brain
activation patterns. Although past results (Fiebach et al., 2005;
Henson et al., 2000; Thiel et al., 2002; van Turennout et al., 2000;
Vuilleumier et al., 2002), taken together, suggest that this prediction
has been borne out, the imaging analysis approaches they employed
(i.e., statistical parametric mapping; SPM) are not appropriate to test
it. The reason is that even pure scaling differences between
conditions could lead to the existence of true voxel-wise intensity
differences between these conditions (see Fig. 1 for an illustration).
Likewise, two thresholded SPM maps (one per brain activation
pattern) can look quite distinct from each other even when the latent
spatial patterns are identical to within a scaling factor. In contrast, a
different type of test based on singular value decomposition of brain
activation patterns, multivariate linear modeling (MLM), can validly
assess whether brain activation patterns are qualitatively different by
explicitly determining the number of latent spatial patterns required
to summarize them (Worsley et al., 1997; for applications of MLM,
see Zarahn et al., 2005, 2007).
We used MLM to test the prediction of the component process
model that repetition effects, as measured with BOLD fMRI,
associated with line drawings of familiar real-world objects and
unfamiliar items have qualitatively different brain activation
patterns. Unlike prior studies on this topic, which reported non-
significant or less priming for the unfamiliar items, the magnitude
of priming in this study was comparable for both item types (Hilton
et al., 2006), facilitating interpretation of differential neural
repetition effects between item types. Furthermore, because the
component process model does not differentiate between famil-
iarity for the global object structure and familiarity for local object
Fig. 1. This example (adapted from Zarahn et al., 2007) illustrates how
neither visual inspection of thresholded maps nor condition comparisons via
t-test formally assesses whether brain activation patterns in two conditions
are identical to within a scaling factor or qualitatively different. Conditions
A and B express identical brain activation patterns, with the expression of
this pattern in condition A being twice that in condition B. A visual
comparison of thresholded maps between conditions might lead to the
incorrect conclusion that brain activation patterns are different in the two
conditions because suprathreshold activation in voxel 3 is present in
condition A, but not B. When directly comparing voxel-wise intensity
differences between conditions via t-tests, one might incorrectly conclude
that brain activation patterns are different because only voxel 2 tends to be
detected as having a difference in intensity between conditions A and B.
(∗Indicates high probability of detecting a difference between conditions via
t-test.)
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be unfamiliar at the global level (while containing familiar local
parts) to produce qualitatively different neural repetition effects
compared to familiar objects. An effect of global familiarity would
suggest that neural plasticity differs as a function of the global
structural and/or lexical/semantic representations of objects, not
just based on feature or parts representations. The absence of an
effect of global familiarity would indicate that unfamiliarity at the
global level is not sufficient to affect priming-related neural
plasticity and that local unfamiliarity may be necessary. Some of
this work has been previously presented as a conference abstract
(Zarahn et al., 2004).Fig. 2. Examples of the familiar (real) and unfamMethod
Subjects
Fourteen Columbia University students (6 females, 8 males)
between the ages of 19 and 29 participated in this study. All
reported having normal or corrected-to-normal vision and being
free of psychiatric and neurological disorders. Three additional
subjects were excluded from the analysis because of data
acquisition problems. All subjects gave written informed consent.
Stimuli
Subjects viewed a total of 39 line drawings of real-world
(familiar, or F stimuli) objects from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart
(1980) stimulus set and 39 line drawings of non-real objects. The
non-real stimuli (globally unfamiliar, or U stimuli) consisted of
smoothly connected features of real Snodgrass and Vanderwart
(1980) objects. See Fig. 2 for examples. Note that although the
non-real objects were composed of real parts/local features, the
global structure and meaning of the objects were unfamiliar to
subjects, as indicated by subjects’ fast and highly accurate ability
to discriminate the U from the F items (see Results). None of the
U objects shared any features with the F objects (i.e., there were
two non-overlapping sets of objects).
Procedure
We used an event-related fMRI design that consisted three
blocks, each with a distinct set of 13 F and 13 U objects. The
order of blocks was counterbalanced between subjects. Each
block was exactly 8 min in duration and consisted of 4 buffer
trials, followed by an intermixed series of 52 presentations of F
objects (13 objects*4 presentations/per object) and 52 presenta-
tions of U objects. Each object was viewed in one of three
different repetition sequences, such that 2, 4, or 6 items intervened
between stimulus repetitions. The lag between stimulus repetitions
was kept relatively low so as to maximize the likelihood of
generating sufficiently robust repetition effects (Henson et al.,
2004). The following sequences were used: [2, 4, 6], [4, 6, 2], andiliar (non-real) stimuli used in this study.
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stimuli to participants. The three repetition sequences, which were
counterbalanced over stimuli across subjects in a Latin square,
were distributed equally throughout the experiment. However,
given that 13 objects of each type were presented in a block, each
block had 5 repetition sequences of one type and 4 of each of the
two others. An additional 52 blank trials were interspersed
throughout each block to provide a comparison to baseline and to
maintain the required object spacing. During blank trials, the
fixation cross was presented, but no stimulus followed and no
response was required.
Each trial, including blanks, lasted 3 s and began with a 500 ms
inter-trial interval (ITI), followed by a 500 ms fixation cue. Fifty
milliseconds after the offset of the fixation cue, the stimulus was
presented for 1000 ms. A response interval started coterminously
with the stimulus presentation and lasted for 1950 ms. Subjects were
asked to indicate via differential button press (LUMItouch button
boxes; Photon Control Company) whether a given stimulus depicted
a “real” or “non-real” object. This task was thought to encourage
global structural processing, as the decision that an object is “non-
real” can only be made if subjects attend to its global shape, not just
the components. A right index finger button press was used for real
objects and a left index finger press for non-real objects. Both speed
and accuracy were emphasized. Task administration and data
collection were controlled with PsyScope 1.2.5. All timing was
facilitated by the use of the external PsyScope Button Box, which
interfaced directly with the PsyScope software, the LUMItouch
button boxes, and the MRI acquisition computer. Stimulus
presentations were automatically synched to the video retrace
signal. Prior to scanning, subjects viewed examples of F and U
objects and completed five practice trials. They were not informed
that the procedure was a memory test.
fMRI acquisition and preprocessing
A 1.5 T magnetic resonance scanner (Phillips) was used to
acquire functional T2∗-weighted images using a gradient echo EPI
pulse sequence (TE=50 ms; TR=3 sec; flip angle=90°; 64×64
matrix, 400 cm2 field of view) and a standard quadrature head coil.
At the end of the experiment, high resolution (in plane) T2 images
were also acquired from each subject at the same slice locations as
in the fMRI run using a fast echo spin sequence (TE=100 ms;
TR=3 s; 256×256 matrix; 400 cm2 field of view). Task stimuli
were back-projected onto a screen located at the foot of the MRI
bed using an LCD projector. Subjects viewed the stimuli via a
mirror system located in the head coil.
The data were processed using SPM99 (Wellcome Department
of Cognitive Neurology, London) and other code written in Matlab
5.3 (Mathworks, Natick MA). For each subject, images were first
corrected for timing of slice acquisition (slice acquisition was
ascending, interleaved). All functional volumes were then
realigned to the first volume of the first session. The T2 structural
image was then co-registered to the first functional volume using
the mutual information co-registration algorithm implemented in
SPM99. This co-registered high-resolution image was then used to
determine parameters (7×8×7 non-linear basis functions) for
transformation into a Talairach standard space defined by the
Montreal Neurological Institute template brain supplied with
SPM99. These normalization parameters were then applied to the
functional data using sinc interpolation to re-slice the images to
2 mm×2 mm×2 mm.fMRI time-series (i.e., first-level) modeling
Accuracy was ignored in the imaging analysis, as it was at
ceiling for all participants. The regressors for the first-level general
linear model were constructed by convolving the default SPM99
hemodynamic response function with the basis functions for each
trial type (a rectangular pulse) aligned with stimulus onset. For
each subject, the GLM contained 24 regressors, one for each
crossing of object type (2), presentation (4), and block (3). High-
pass filtering eliminated information below (1/117) Hz. Next, 8
linear contrast images (one for each crossing of object type and
presentation, implicitly with respect to baseline) were computed for
each subject, averaging across blocks. All contrast images were
intensity normalized by dividing each voxel by its time series
average, spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full
width-half maximum, masked with an image that had a gray matter
prior probability of N0.25 (to eliminate ventricles from the search
volume), and then used for subsequent second-level (i.e.,
population-level inference) multivariate analysis. This second-
level GLM had 8 repeated measures per subject per voxel. Its
covariance matrix (Σ in Worsley et al., 1997) was estimated by
spatially averaging voxel-wise covariance estimates.
MLM
MLM is an extension of the SPM framework that provides a
multivariate test of the spatial null hypothesis that there is no
common latent whole brain image pattern of BOLD activation
common to two or more contrast images. Like SPM, MLM
involves voxel-wise application of the general linear model, but
instead of statistically testing for effects of interest (i.e., repetition
effects for F and U objects) at each voxel, the statistical testing
assesses the existence of any such effects simultaneously at all
voxels, in other words, in a spatially omnibus fashion. For this
reason, MLM will tend to have superior detection power compared
with SPM voxel-wise testing in the presence of spatially distributed
effects, without inflating Type I error. A second advantage of
MLM over SPM is that MLM can explicitly test hypotheses
regarding the number of spatial patterns required to summarize the
effects of interest. See Fig. 1 for an illustration for why SPM is an
ambiguous test of the identity of spatial patterns. MLM does not
itself provide localized tests of BOLD contrast values. However,
because MLM is an extension of SPM, localization information is
easily recovered from the univariate general linear model. Because
the goal of this study was to formally test the hypothesis that the
spatial patterns of repetition effects, whether RS or RE, are
identical for F and U objects, we chose MLM over the more
standard SPM approach. However, traditional SPM analyses are
also reported (see below).
For the MLM analysis, 2 effects of interest were specified,
comprising the contrasts of (1) fMRI signal difference between the
1st and 4th presentation of F objects, and (2) fMRI signal
difference between the 1st and 4th presentation of U objects. The
possible outcomes of an MLM analysis for 2 effects of interest are
0, 1, or 2 latent spatial patterns. In this study, zero latent spatial
patterns would indicate that there is no effect of repetition, as
assessed by a spatially omnibus null hypothesis. One latent spatial
pattern would signify that a main effect of repetition was detected,
as assessed by a spatially omnibus null hypothesis, but that there is
no interaction between object type and repetition. In other words,
the same spatial pattern of brain regions demonstrates repetition
Fig. 3. Behavioral results. Object-decision performance as a function of
presentation for familiar and unfamiliar stimuli: mean classification
accuracy (top panel) and reaction time (bottom panel). Error bars represent
the standard error of the mean.
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indicate that the spatial patterns of repetition effects are not
identical for F and U objects. In other words, there is an interaction
between object type and repetition. Note that the component
process model of priming (Henson et al., 2000; Henson, 2003)
predicts such an interaction, or the presence of 2 significant latent
spatial patterns.
In this study, the effects of interest are said to have
dimensionality k=2 because two effects of interest were
specified. In MLM, singular value decomposition decomposes
the k-dimensional effects of interest into k latent components
(some of which might contain only noise, and others which might
contain signal plus noise), each comprising a latent spatial pattern
and its latent expression (over conditions in this context). Each
latent component is associated with a singular value (or
equivalently, an eigenvalue, which is the square of the singular
value) that indicates how much variance the latent component
explains relative to noise. The first component explains the
greatest amount of variance; the second explains the greatest
amount of variance after accounting for the first, and so on. To
statistically assess the number of latent components containing
some signal, a sequential latent root testing procedure is used to
compare these eigenvalues to their distribution under noise only
(Worsley et al., 1997). Specifically, on the qth step of sequential
latent root testing, an F-statistic is used to compare the mean of
the qth through kth eigenvalue to its distribution under the null
hypothesis (which is that there is no signal in any of these
components). The procedure stops when FqbF1− α, with the
inference that q−1 components contained signal. The maximum
possible number of detected components is always equal to k and
the minimum possible number of detected components is always
zero. Thus, MLM concerns statistical inference on the number of
unique spatial patterns of signal in the effects of interest. In other
words, this is the number of linearly independent spatial patterns
of signal in the effects of interest, or equivalently the rank of the
spatial patterns of signal in the effects of interest.
For this study, the false positive rate of all sequential latent root
tests was set to α=0.05. The estimated effective spatial degrees of
freedom parameter, which may be understood to relate to the
number of independent spatial observations, was 423 and the
estimated error degrees of freedom at each voxel were 41. These
values are involved in the determination of the degrees of freedom
of the F-statistics (Worsley et al., 1997); these F degrees of
freedom are much larger than those typically encountered in the
behavioral sciences because they depend multiplicatively on the
spatial degrees of freedom. The latent spatial patterns were
thresholded for descriptive and display purposes in all tables and
figures at a t-value corresponding to pb0.001 uncorrected for
multiple comparisons and a cluster size of 50 voxels. Anatomic
labels for cluster maxima were provided by Talairach Daemon
(http://ric.uthscsa.edu/projects/talairachdaemon.html).
SPM analysis
In order to facilitate the comparison of the present results to
previous studies of repetition priming and to directly localize those
regions with the strongest contributions to the latent spatial patterns
of repetition effects, additional SPM voxel-wise comparisons were
performed. The same contrasts analyzed with MLM were queried
with SPM: the effect of repetition from presentation 1 to 4 for F
and for U objects, and the interaction between object type andrepetition. Contrasts of the parameter estimates from single-subject
models were entered into random-effects analyses (two-tailed one-
sample t-tests) comparing the mean parameter estimate over
subjects to zero. Results were corrected for multiple comparisons
across the whole brain using the Bonferroni correction for the
number of resolution elements (resels) in the contrast image
(Worsley et al., 1996) and a cluster threshold of k=5. This
corresponded to a t-value of t=5.6.
Results
Behavioral performance
Preliminary analyses were conducted to examine if non-
stimulus-specific practice effects differentially affected priming
for U and F items across the three blocks (or scanning sessions).
Neither for accuracy nor for RT, there were significant interactions
involving the effect of block and presentation (all pN0.15).
Therefore, the data were collapsed across block for all subsequent
analyses.
Both the accuracy and RT data were subjected to repeated-
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with object type (F and
U) and presentation (1–4) as within-subject factors. Subjects’
accuracy was at ceiling for all four presentations of F and U
objects and was not affected by presentation or object type (all
pN0.09; see Fig. 3, bottom panel). As can be seen in Fig. 3, top
panel, subjects responded significantly faster to F (M=539 ms,
SD =38 ms) than U (M=604 ms, SD =52 ms) objects [F(1,13)=
41.43, pb0.0001]. In addition, for RT there was a main effect of
presentation [F(3,39)=169.22, pb0.0001] and an interaction
between object type and presentation [F(3,39)=5.78, p=0.012,
Greenhouse–Geisser corrected]. Post hoc profile contrasts in-
Fig. 4. Predicted expressions of scaled latent spatial patterns for familiar and
unfamiliar objects for the effects representing the difference in fMRI
amplitude from the 1st to the 4th presentation of familiar and unfamiliar
objects.
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repetition (from presentation 1 to presentation 2 [F(1,13)=191.65,
pb0.0001], presentation 2 to presentation 3 [F(1,13)=20.13,
psb0.001], and presentation 3 to presentation 4, [F(1,13)=12.91,
pb0.005]). Separate post hoc t-test for F and U items also
indicated significant priming from presentation 1 to 4 for both F
objects [t(13)=14.01, pb0.0001] and U objects [t(13)=9.10,
pb0.0001]. The interaction between object type and presentation
reflected the fact that there was slightly more priming for U than
F items at presentation 4 [t(13)=2.69, pb0.05], but not at
presentation 2 [p=0.1].
Because of the baseline difference in RT for F and U items, not
only absolute, but also proportional priming scores (i.e., percentage
decrease in RT from presentation 1 to presentations 2, 3, and 4)
were computed to assess the validity of the interaction between
presentation and object type. An ANOVA with object type and
presentation (2 vs. 3 vs. 4) as factors showed that once baseline
differences in RT were taken into account, there was an effect of
presentation on RT [F(2,26)=29.50, pb0.0001], but no interaction
between presentation and object type [F(2,26)=1.36, p=0.27].
This indicates that proportional priming across repeated presenta-
tions was equivalent for F and U objects.
fMRI results—MLM analysis
There were two significant spatial patterns for the effects of
interest representing the difference in fMRI amplitude between the
1st and 4th presentation of F and U objects [test for one or more
spatial components: F(846,7766)=2.80, pb0.0001; test for two
components: F(423,5191)=2.25, pb0.0001]. This means that the
brain activation patterns corresponding to these two effects are not
simply scaled versions of one another, and so are qualitatively
different. The eigenvalues for the first and second latent patterns
were 3.53 and 2.36, respectively. After accounting for noise (by
subtracting 1 from each eigenvalue), the first latent pattern
accounted for approximately 65% and the second pattern for
35% of the total signal variance in the effects of interest.
In interpreting latent spatial patterns, it is important to
understand that the net activation across conditions (in the effects
of interest) is equal to a weighted sum of the latent patterns.
Therefore, the latent patterns are to be understood as contributions
to the net activation patterns. The same applies to the voxel-level,
where each latent component makes a contribution to the net voxel
activation across conditions. The first latent spatial pattern had
negative1 expression, in terms of presentation 1 minus presentation
4, for both object types. Therefore, at each spatial location, it
reflects same-signed contributions to RS (for negative spatial
weights) or RE (for positive spatial weights) for both F and U
object types. However, the magnitude of expression was
approximately 120% greater for U than F objects, which means
that a given spatial weight implies a greater contribution to RS/RE
for U than F objects (see Fig. 4). The first latent pattern,
thresholded for descriptive purposes, is depicted in Fig. 5. Many of
those regions with strong RS contributions have previously been
reported to show RS in repetition priming tasks (Dobbins et al.,1 The signs of the spatial weights and the signs of their corresponding
expressions in isolation are arbitrary and only meaningful in their product.
To determine the contribution a latent spatial pattern makes to the activation
over conditions at any given voxel, one multiplies the signed weight of the
latent spatial pattern at that voxel by its signed expression.2004; Habeck et al., 2006; Maccotta and Buckner, 2004; Simons et
al., 2003). See Table 1 for a list of RS and RE contribution maxima
and Fig. 6 for a horizontal slice through occipital–temporal cortex
showing regions with a large RS contribution to latent spatial
pattern 1. The second latent spatial pattern reflected oppositely
signed activation repetition effects for F and U object types, as the
signs of pattern expression were opposite for F and U objects (see
Fig. 4). Since the weights of latent pattern 2 were all negative, in
strongly weighted regions, this latent pattern contributed RS for F
objects and RE for U objects (Table 1). Notably, no areas in
occipital–temporal cortex were weighted strongly in this pattern.
The goal of the above MLM analysis was to statistically assess
if brain activation patterns of repetition-related fMRI signal change
for F and U stimuli are qualitatively different (they were), not per
se to identify areas exhibiting RS or RE. As the net activation
change at each voxel is a weighted sum of contributions from all of
the latent components, one needs to be careful to not simply
assume that the activation at a given voxel looks exactly like the
expression of a latent spatial pattern for which it might be heavily
weighted. For descriptive and hypothesis generation purposes, we
therefore examined how activity at individual locations heavily
weighted in the MLM latent patterns actually changed across the
four presentations. In particular, it was important to assess whether
decreases or increases in fMRI response amplitude do indeed
reflect modulation (either suppression or enhancement) of an initial
positive response (as opposed to a negative one) with respect to
baseline on presentation 1.
For regions with the strongest negative spatial weights for latent
pattern 1, the magnitude of RS from presentation 1 to 4 was very
similar for F and U objects; however, the rate of RS across the
intervening presentations was evidently different (Fig. 5). Whereas
F objects showed large RS from presentation 1 to 2 and very little
change with subsequent presentations, U objects showed a more
gradual decline in activation with each presentation. By contrast,
areas showing fMRI signal increases from presentation 1 to 4 (i.e.,
those with positive weights for latent spatial pattern 1) showed a
similarly linear increase across presentations for both types of
objects, although the overall amount of change was greater for U
than for F objects. Importantly, however, these increases in fMRI
signal amplitude did not reflect true RE, but rather decreases in
deactivation relative to baseline.
Voxels strongly expressing latent spatial pattern 2 showed a
gradual and fairly linear decline in activation for F objects with
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for U objects (see Fig. 7). This activation increase for U objects
represented RE of an initially positive response with respect to
baseline at certain brain regions, including the precentral gyrus, left
posterior insula, and left cingulate gyrus (data not shown), but not
in occipital–temporal cortex, even at a lower statistical threshold(pb0.005, cluster size=10 voxels). Other regions (e.g., postcentral
gyrus, superior temporal gyrus) initially showed a negative
response with respect to baseline that became more positive over
presentations.
SPM results
Several of the brain regions that were strongly weighted in
latent pattern 1 demonstrated a main effect of repetition (see Table
2). There were two regions that showed a significant interaction
between repetition and object type: the right medial precuneus (BA
7, x=−8, y=−48, z=50, k=7 voxels), and the left posterior insula
(BA 13, x=−34, y=−15, z=14, k=22 voxels). The precuneus
region showed RE of an initially negative response with respect to
baseline for U objects and a non-significant RE effect for F objects.
This region had large positive spatial weights in spatial pattern 1,
which heavily weighted regions with a similar RS/RE effect for
both object types. The left insula region, by comparison, was
heavily weighted in latent spatial pattern 2; it showed RE of an
initially negative response for U objects and RS of an initially
positive response for F objects. At a lower statistical threshold
(pb0.001 uncorrected, k=5 voxels), additional regions were
detected that demonstrated an interaction, although none was
located in the occipital–temporal cortex. Some of these regions
were strongly weighted in spatial pattern 1, some in pattern 2, thus
demonstrating the usefulness of MLM in differentiating between
brain regions that show qualitatively different repetition effects and
regions that show qualitatively identical effects, but at a different
magnitude.
When U and F objects were considered separately, significant
RS was present in several brain regions for both object types (see
Table 2), but significant RE was only detected for U objects, even
when the threshold was lowered to p=0.001 uncorrected. Thus,
based on the SPM results alone, one might conclude that RE is a
process that only occurs for U objects. The MLM analysis,
however, showed that F objects also contributed an RE effect to
spatial pattern 1 in the same regions as U objects, just at a lower
magnitude.
Discussion
This study showed that, in spite of producing very similar levels
of repetition priming, a behavioral effect, the brain patterns ofFig. 5. (a) First latent spatial pattern, scaled by its singular value, reflecting
similar contributions to RS/RE for both familiar and unfamiliar objects for
the effect representing the difference in fMRI amplitude between
presentation 1 and 4. Positive voxel weights (i.e., those showing RE) are
displayed in red; negative voxel weights (i.e., those showing RS) are
displayed in green. (b) Rate of repetition suppression and enhancement.
Graphs show mean fMRI signal change (on y-axis) at voxels strongly
expressing the first spatial pattern as a function of presentation number (on
x-axis). Displayed voxels represent cluster maxima for the four regions with
the highest pattern expression. Voxels from only one hemisphere are shown
as the data were very similar in the corresponding region of the other
hemisphere. Left panel shows differential rate of repetition suppression for
familiar and unfamiliar objects across the four presentations in right fusiform
gyrus (i), right superior parietal lobule (ii), left precentral gyrus (iii), and left
anterior insula (iv). Right panel shows similar rate of signal increase
(reduction in task-induced deactivation) for familiar and unfamiliar objects
in right medial precuneus (i), left angular gyrus (ii), right superior frontal
gyrus (iii), and right middle temporal gyrus (iv).
Fig. 6. Horizontal slice through latent spatial pattern 1 showing voxels with
large negative weights in mid-to anterior bilateral fusiform gyri (local
maximum shown=32, −42, −14 in mm in MNI standard brain space). The
slice illustrates the similar contribution to the RS effect for both familiar and
unfamiliar objects for the effect representing the difference in fMRI
amplitude between presentation 1 and 4. Note that although the overall RS/
RE contribution to pattern 1 was greater for U than F objects, this does not
imply that the RS/RE contribution to pattern 1 in any given spatial location is
greater for U than F objects (see Results).
Table 1
Regions with strong RS and RE contributions to latent spatial patterns 1 and
2
Structure BA x y z z-score
Pattern 1, positive weights
R medial frontal gyrus 10 12 55 10 4.41∗
R middle frontal gyrus 8 30 21 39 4.48∗
L middle frontal gyrus 8 −26 24 43 4.39∗
R superior frontal gyrus 8, 10 24 33 46 5.13
L superior frontal gyrus 6 −18 24 50 4.21∗
R precuneus 7 8 −55 34 6.39
L precuneus 39 −42 −70 37 6.38
L angular gyrus 39 −53 −62 34 5.46
R inferior parietal lobule 40 51 −51 36 4.71
R middle temporal gyrus 21 55 −31 2 5.25
R superior temporal gyrus 22 63 −32 15 4.48∗
L superior temporal gyrus 40 −57 −23 12 4.15∗
R posterior insula 13 46 −32 20 4.79
L posterior insula 13 −51 −34 18 4.09∗
Pattern 1, negative weights
R inferior frontal gyrus 9, 46 50 35 7 6.56
L inferior frontal gyrus 9 −42 3 29 5.90
R middle frontal gyrus 46 48 34 17 5.76
L precentral gyrus 6 −44 4 35 6.98
R middle occipital gyrus 19 36 −84 6 4.46∗
L middle occipital gyrus 19 −32 −82 2 4.46∗
R fusiform gyrus 37 44 −50 −8 4.79
L fusiform gyrus 37 −38 −52 −12 4.90
L middle temporal gyrus 37 −40 −56 −1 5.03
R precuneus 7 24 −60 51 5.46
R superior parietal lobule 7 30 −68 48 5.74
L superior parietal lobule 7 −24 −66 44 5.68
R anterior insula 13 34 22 2 4.86
L anterior insula 13 −36 20 5 5.40
Pattern 1, negative weights
R inferior frontal gyrus 45 40 23 3 4.24∗
R middle frontal gyrus 46 44 36 20 4.21∗
R precentral gyrus 4 61 −10 30 3.96∗
L precentral gyrus 6, 9 −59 −4 28 4.22∗
R superior temporal gyrus 41, 42 63 −32 16 4.51∗
L superior temporal gyrus 41 −46 −27 7 4.17∗
R postcentral gyrus 5 38 −47 61 3.91∗
L postcentral gyrus 3, 5 −22 −34 57 5.29
L posterior insula 13 −38 −7 15 5.47
L cingulate gyrus 24 −4 −2 35 4.05∗
The nearest gray-matter voxel locations of positive and negative weights in
the latent spatial patterns representing the repetition effect from presenta-
tion 1 to 4 for familiar (F) and unfamiliar (U) objects are listed (activation
peaks significant at pb0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons, except for
∗ pb0.001 uncorrected, cluster size=50 voxels). Pattern 1 positive weights
correspond to regions contributing an increase in activation with stimulus
repetition for both F and U objects; negative weights denote areas that
contribute a decrease in activation with stimulus repetition for both F and U
objects. Pattern 2 negative weights correspond to regions contributing a
decrease in activation for F objects and an increase in activation for U
objects.
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experimentally unfamiliar global structure are qualitatively differ-
ent. This latter finding is of significance because it indicates that
familiarity with an object’s global structural, semantic, and/or
lexical features is an important factor in neural plasticity. Previousimaging studies using unfamiliar objects used stimuli without
familiar local features.
The inference of a qualitative dependence of repetition effects
on global stimulus familiarity was obtained from the MLM result
of two significant latent patterns associated with these repetition
effects. Previous studies have not been able to unambiguously
assess this hypothesis due to the ambiguity of SPM tests with
respect to the (alternative) hypothesis of qualitatively different
brain activation patterns. Thus, unlike most imaging studies, the
formal result here is not where an effect of interest is detected in
the brain but rather the number of patterns of brain activation
required to explain the effects of interest (Worsley et al., 1997).
Still, the net activation at any voxel (within a given set of
effects of interest) is a weighted sum of the contributions from the
latent patterns and it is useful for hypothesis generation and
speculative purposes to consider these patterns descriptively.
Latent spatial pattern 1 tended to weight heavily brain areas with
a similar repetition effect on the neural responses of both object
types. Some brain regions contributed a strong RS effect to latent
pattern 1, whereas other regions contributed a task-induced
deactivation (TID) effect to latent spatial pattern 1 for both F
and U objects. In contrast, latent spatial pattern 2 tended to weight
heavily brain areas with RS for F objects and RE for U objects.
These results are broadly consistent with Henson’s (2003)
component process model of priming, which predicted one
network of brain regions where RS would occur for both F and
U objects (latent spatial pattern 1), as well as a second network
where RS would occur for F objects and RE or no repetition effects
would be present for U objects (latent spatial pattern 2).
Those brain regions contributing a large RS effect for both F
and U objects (latent spatial pattern 1) were located in occipital–
temporal cortex, inferior frontal regions, and parts of superior
parietal cortex. The RS effects in occipital–temporal and inferior
frontal cortex may reflect facilitation in the visual and semantic
analysis of the objects, respectively, consistent with many prior
studies of repetition priming (Habeck et al., 2006; Henson et al.,
2004; Maccotta and Buckner, 2004; Reber et al., 2005; Simons et
al., 2003; Vuilleumier et al., 2002). Interestingly, the presence of
familiar object parts was sufficient to activate and then modulate
Fig. 7. (a) Second latent spatial pattern, scaled by its singular value,
representing regions with opposite contributions to the effect of stimulus
repetition from presentations 1 to 4, namely RS for familiar objects and RE
for non-real objects. (b) Graphs show mean fMRI signal change (on y-axis)
at four cluster maxima with the strongest weights for the second spatial
pattern as a function of presentation number (on x-axis) in the right
postcentral gyrus (i), left precentral gyrus (ii), right superior temporal gyrus
(iii), and left posterior insula (iv).
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possible that the familiar parts of the U objects activated
representations pertaining to whole objects in these regions,
consistent with some prior findings (Lerner et al., 2001), the
slower rate of RS indicates that neural plasticity in these regions
did depend on global perceptual and semantic stimulus properties.
The strong RS contribution to both F and U objects in the
superior parietal lobule may signify a reduction in the amount of
motor attention necessary to prepare the correct motor response for
the repeated stimuli. Thus, superior parietal cortex has been shown
to be involved in sensory-motor integration (Andersen et al., 1997;
Iacoboni et al., 1998; Tanabe et al., 2005) and motor attention (i.e.,
covert preparation of an upcoming movement, switching intended
movements, hand-eye coordination) (Astafiev et al., 2003;
Battaglia-Mayer and Caminiti, 2002; Rushworth et al., 2003).
Consistent with this idea, large RS was also found in premotorcortex (BA 6), a region that is important for planning movements
and that receives strong inputs from the superior parietal lobule
(Schubotz and von Cramon, 2003; Wise et al., 1997). The presence
of large RS effects in the superior parietal lobule and premotor
cortex is consistent with the view that priming may not only reflect
more efficient processing of the perceptual and semantic properties
of stimuli, but also greater efficiency in linking a particular
decision (Schnyer et al., 2006) and/or motor response (Dobbins et
al., 2004) to a repeated stimulus. This interpretation is consistent
with recent findings showing a correlation between repetition
priming and RS in precentral gyrus (Orfanidou et al., 2006) and
superior parietal lobule (Habeck et al., 2006).
The notion that the repetition priming effects in this study
partially reflected greater automatization in generating the correct
decision and/or response to a repeated compared to new stimulus is
bolstered by the repetition-induced changes in task-induced
deactivation (TID) for F and U objects (i.e., those with positive
weights in latent spatial pattern 1). These regions deactivated
during task performance, such that fMRI activity was lower when
stimuli were presented than during baseline. The magnitude of this
deactivation, however, gradually decreased across stimulus repeti-
tions for both object types, and by the fourth stimulus presentation,
it was at or close to zero (i.e., baseline). Although deactivation in
this network was observed for both object types, it occurred more
strongly for U than for F objects. TID has been observed in several
of these regions in other experimental paradigms and is thought to
occur independently of the specific experimental task (Binder et
al., 1999; Gould et al., 2006; McKiernan et al., 2003). The set of
regions showing TID across tasks is also referred to as the default
network (Raichle et al., 2001).
It is currently postulated that TID reflects the reallocation of
processing resources from areas not directly involved in task
performance to areas that are necessary for task performance
(Gusnard and Raichle, 2001; McKiernan et al., 2003). It has also
been similarly claimed that TID may in part result from the
suspension of spontaneous semantic activity that occurs during
rest, or the “stream of consciousness” that is interrupted during task
performance (McKiernan et al., 2006). Given that TID has been
shown to increase with task-difficulty (McKiernan et al., 2003), the
greater TID for the first presentation of U than F objects in the
present study could reflect the greater difficulty, or time required
for processing U stimuli compared to F ones. Furthermore, the
decrease in TID as a function of stimulus repetition may indicate
that performing the same task on repeated stimuli became less
difficult for subjects, or was associated with less processing time.
This interpretation goes hand-in-hand with the proposal that other
aspects of task performance were facilitated by stimulus repetition,
as reflected by task-related RS in many brain regions. In other
words, TID may be inversely related to task automaticity, such that
the first time a decision has to be made for a particular stimulus,
processing demands are high, as indicated by high TID levels and
high activation levels in regions engaged in stimulus analysis and
task performance. When the same decision is repeatedly made for
the same stimulus, processing demands are decreased, thus
reducing both TID and task-related activation. A less likely
possibility is that changes in TID are actually directly related to
repetition priming, such that increased activity in these regions
somehow facilitates performance of the object-decision task.
The view that repetition priming results from facilitation at
several different levels of task performance (perceptual, semantic,
decision, response) is consistent with the component process model
Table 2
Regions showing repetition suppression or enhancement effects, as assessed
by SPM
Structure BA x y z z-score
Repetition suppression common for familiar and unfamiliar objects
R inferior frontal gyrus 9, 45 36 27 6 4.41
R middle frontal gyrus 46 46 30 17 4.59
R precentral gyrus 6 38 3 27 4.07
L fusiform gyrus 37 −36 −55 −8 4.29
R superior parietal lobule 7 22 −61 53 4.31
Repetition suppression for familiar objects
R inferior frontal gyrus 46, 47 34 25 −1 4.65
R middle frontal gyrus 9, 46 55 17 27 4.47
R middle frontal gyrus 6 40 8 42 4.32
R fusiform gyrus 37 45 −49 −8 4.24
L inferior temporal gyrus 19, 37 −42 −64 −5 4.35
L superior temporal gyrus 22 −57 −4 4 4.39
R precuneus 7 22 −60 51 4.71
R superior parietal lobule 7 28 −66 44 4.14
Repetition suppression for unfamiliar objects
R inferior frontal gyrus 9 44 3 26 4.12
L fusiform gyrus 37 −38 −47 −11 4.46
L parahippocampal gyrus 19 −32 −53 −7 4.11
L middle temporal gyrus 37 −44 −62 0 4.43
R superior parietal lobule 7 22 −64 47 4.12
L anterior insula 13 −36 18 1 4.50
Repetition enhancement common for familiar and unfamiliar objects
Right medial frontal gyrus 10 0 10 55 4.20
Repetition enhancement for familiar objects
N/A
Repetition enhancement for unfamiliar objects
L paracentral lobule 5 −1 −42 57 4.22
R precuneus 31 6 −53 32 4.39
L precuneus 19 −40 −72 40 4.38
R inferior parietal lobule 40 51 −51 36 4.55
L angular gyrus 39 −51 −66 36 4.54
The nearest gray-matter voxel locations of activation peaks significant at
pb0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons, cluster size=5 voxels.
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those regions showing distinct neural repetition effects for the F
and U items in this study (i.e., RS for F objects and RE for U
objects, latent spatial pattern 2). Regions strongly contributing to
this pattern consisted of the left posterior insula, left precentral
gyrus, left cingulate gyrus, and bilateral superior temporal gyrus.
According to the component process model, RE in these regions
reflects a process that did not occur during initial viewing of the U
items. The same process, however, did presumably occur for the F
items, as indicated by an RS contribution for these objects.
Repetition-related activation increases of an initially positive
response in the left insula have been reported in previous studies of
repetition priming (Reber et al., 2005; van Turennout et al., 2003;
van Turennout et al., 2000). Unlike the present study, these RE
effects were only found for F objects. According to van Turennout et
al. (2000), these increases in left insula activity may index the
strengthening of the association between a picture of an object and
its lexical representation. Although the task in the current
experiment was to classify the pictures as ‘real’ or ‘non-real’,subject may have covertly named or attempted to name the figures.
Thus, RE in the left insula for U objects may reflect increased lexical
processing for repeated U objects, as subjects were trying to generate
appropriate verbal labels for the U items. RS for F objects, by
comparison, could index facilitated access to the lexical representa-
tion of repeated F objects. A similar argument could be made for
activation in the superior temporal cortex and the left inferior
precentral gyrus, which also showed strong RE contributions for U
objects and RS for F objects. Thus, the superior temporal cortex has
been shown to be involved in the perception and production of
language (Buchsbaum et al., 2001) and object naming (Hirsch et al.,
2001). Similarly, the area in left inferior precentral gyrus (BA 6),
extending into the inferior frontal gyrus (BA 9) has been proposed to
be involved in articulatory processes (Pulvermüller et al., 2006) and
sub-vocalization activity (Dietz et al., 2005), as well as in certain
naming andword-retrieval tasks (Etard et al., 2000; Grabowski et al.,
1998). Therefore, like the left insula, these regions may be involved
in lexical retrieval or covert naming of the F and U objects. This
interpretation would be consistent with the component process
model’s proposal that RE reflects the formation of new memory
representations. Importantly, this study also demonstrated that RE
effects for U stimuli need not be of a perceptual nature, as suggested
by prior studies (Fiebach et al., 2005; Henson et al., 2000; Schacter
et al., 1995; Thiel et al., 2002), but may reflect the learning of more
abstract (i.e., lexical) information. It is unclear, however, from the
current data set, whether these RE (and RS) effects directly
contributed to the observed behavioral priming effects or simply
co-occurred with them.
Another, though unlikely possibility is that the differential
patterns of repetition effects for U and F items reflect differential
changes in eye movements from presentation 1 to 4 for the two items
types. Given that none of the regions that showed differential
repetition effects as a function of stimulus type is known to play a
dominant role in the generation of eye movements (Krautzlis, 2005),
we believe that eye movements cannot account for the present
results.
Previous studies reporting RE effects for U items noted these
effects in occipital–temporal regions, whereas in this study, no
regions were detected that contributed an RE effect for U items in
the occipital–temporal cortex, even at a lenient statistical threshold
(i.e., latent spatial pattern 2). This may indicate that no new global
structural/perceptual representations were formed for the U objects,
despite three repetitions of each item. One possibility is that
subjects may have been attempting to segment the U objects into
identifiable parts, rather than form a unified percept of the
conjunction of these parts. These part representations or even the
representations of the whole component objects then gave rise to
RS in the occipital–temporal cortex. Alternatively, it is also
possible that the formation of new perceptual representations is not
necessarily accompanied by RE, but that some form of neural
sharpening can take place even for the first repetition of a
previously unfamiliar object, leading to RS only. Given that the U
objects contained familiar parts, this type of rapid perceptual
learning might have occurred in this study.
On a more general note, the lack of an interaction between
object type and presentation in occipital–temporal regions suggests
that objects must be unfamiliar at both the global and the local
level in order to affect the spatial pattern of neural plasticity in
object-sensitive cortex. This finding has implications for prior
studies that have postulated a laterality difference in the functional
organization of occipital–temporal cortex, particularly fusiform
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Vuilleumier et al., 2002). In this view, the left fusiform is
specialized for representing more abstract visual form and lexical/
semantic information and shows neural plasticity only for F
objects, whereas the right fusiform gyrus is specialized for
representing form-specific visual properties and shows neural
plasticity for both F and U objects (Fiebach et al., 2005; Schacter et
al., 1995; Vuilleumier et al., 2002). In the present study, the
dominant latent spatial pattern contributed a similar RS effect for
both object types in left and right fusiform gyrus for F and U
objects (Fig. 6). These results suggest that the left fusiform
specificity for F objects is restricted to objects that are unfamiliar at
both the global and the local level. At the same time, the
differential rate of RS in occipital–temporal cortex indicates that
perceptual learning occurred more slowly for the globally U than
the F items. This finding might explain why some prior studies
using only a single stimulus repetition reported smaller (in terms of
magnitude spatial extent) RS effects for F than U items.
A final aspect of the current results that is noteworthy concerns
the relationship between the magnitude of behavioral priming and
the magnitude of the dominant (in terms of variance explained) RS
effects (latent spatial pattern 1). Behaviorally, there was equivalent
proportional priming for the F and U objects, whereas neurally, the
rate of RS differed for the F and U objects, with F objects showing
a much faster decline in activation than U objects. This suggests
that not all aspects of RS in this study were directly related to
repetition priming. A similar conclusion was reached by Sayers
and Grill-Spector (2006) who found that the magnitude of RS
across 7 stimulus repetitions of F objects was not correlated with
the magnitude of RT priming across these repetitions in lateral
occipital cortex and posterior fusiform gyrus. By contrast, van
Turennout et al. (2003) observed qualitatively similar rates of RS
across three stimulus presentations in occipital–temporal and
inferior frontal cortices and repetition priming for F objects,
suggestive of a direct relationship between these two processes.
The reason for these differential findings is unclear, but it
highlights need for further research on the precise relationship
between RS, RE, and repetition priming. As pointed out by Henson
(2003), neural repetition effects, as measured by fMRI, may reflect
the average of several different, temporally separated repetition
effects, some stemming from changes in the bottom-up analysis of
stimuli and others from feedback from higher brain regions. It can
be difficult, therefore, to interpret the absence of correlations
between neural repetition effects, as measured by fMRI, and
behavioral priming effects. For future studies on this topic, it
would be fruitful to perform parallel or simultaneous fMRI and
electrophysiological studies (i.e., EEG, ERP, MEG), which have a
high temporal resolution (e.g., Fiebach et al., 2005).
In conclusion, this study showed that repetition priming of
globally familiar and unfamiliar visual objects produces qualita-
tively different brain patterns of repetition effects. The data are
consistent with the view that behavioral priming effects may reflect
facilitation at multiple stages along the processing pathway
between stimulus and response, including perceptual, semantic,
decision, and motor processes. In addition, the present findings
support the view that the repetition of globally unfamiliar objects
can lead to the formation of new memory traces, as indexed by the
enhancement in the neural response to repeated unfamiliar stimuli
in some brain regions. These new memory traces did not appear to
be of a perceptual nature, but may reflect the acquisition of more
abstract, potentially lexical representations.Acknowledgments
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